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ABSTRACT 

To avail cloud services; namely, Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), Infrastructure as a 

Service (IaaS), …etc. via insecure channel, it is necessary to establish a symmetric key between end user and 

remote Cloud Service Server (CSS). In such a provision, both the end parties demand proper auditing so that 

resources are legitimately used and privacies are maintained. To achieve this, there is a need for a robust 

authentication mechanism. Towards the solution, a number of single server authenticated key agreement protocols 

have been reported recently. However, they are vulnerable to many security threats, such as identity 

compromization, impersonation, man-in-the-middle, replay, byzantine, offline dictionary and privileged-insider 

attacks. In addition to this, most of the existing protocols adopt the single server-based authentication strategy, 

which are prone to single point of vulnerability and single point of failure issues. This work proposes an efficient 

password-based two-server authentication and key exchange protocol addressing the major limitations in the 

existing protocols. The formal verification of the proposed protocol using Automated Validation of Internet 

Security Protocols and Applications (AVISPA) proofs that it is provably secure. The informal security analysis 

substantiates that the proposed scheme has successfully addressed the existing issues. The performance study 

contemplates that the overhead of the protocol is reasonable and comparable with those of other schemes. The 

proposed protocol can be considered as a robust authentication protocol for a secure access to the cloud services. 

KEYWORDS 

Key agreement, Authentication protocol, User privacy, Cloud data security, Privacy-preserving protocol. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the exponential growth of Cloud service (e.g., SaaS, IaaS, PaaS) accessibility via Internet 

applications, it has been predicted that the annual global data traffic will reach 20.6 Zettabytes (ZB) per 

annum (approximately 1.7 ZB per month) by the end of 2021, which is approximately three times faster 

than 6.8 ZB per year (568 Exabytes) in 2016. As a result, the global data center IP traffic will grow 3-

fold over the next 5 years. More precisely, data center IP traffic will grow at a Compound Annual 

Growth Rate (CAGR) of 25 percent from 2016 to 20211. The report indicates a huge success of the cloud 

technology, but there is a challenge too2. In the cloud, a client remotely accesses his service provided 

by a service provider [52]. This leads to opening up a security problem as the communication takes place 

over insecure channel for accessing services. Towards this solution, a number of single server-based 

authentication and key agreement protocols are reported in the recent literature [48]-[51], [53]-[59].  

                                                 
1 Cisco Global Cloud Index: Forecast and Methodology, 2016-2021 White Paper, [Online], available at: 

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/global-cloud-index-gci/white-paper-c11-

738085.html 
2 Parts of the paper published in ICTCS-2017 and SIN-2017. 
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The existing state-of-the-art authentication protocols [48]-[51], [53]-[59] provide security in the cloud 

environment and they follow a single server-based authentication mechanism. In order to achieve mutual 

authentication, all clients must interact with a particular authentication server. The single authentication 

server stores the credentials of all the clients in its database. Thus, this server is fully reachable for public 

access and is also vulnerable to a number of attacks, including dictionary, impersonation, password 

guessing, identity compromization and stolen-verifier attacks [52]. To mitigate these attacks, several 

schemes have been proposed, which are based on smart card, biometric, RFID (Radio-Frequency 

Identification) tag-based authentication approach. However, these approaches are economically 

expensive in terms of extra hardware cost [52].  

In addition to this, to ensure a secure communication between the end user and the remote service server, 

several password-based two-server Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocols [6], [1]-[5], [7], [9], [11] are 

also reported in the literature. It may be noted that these protocols are not directly associated with the 

cloud computing domain, but these protocols can be incorporated in the same domain for accessing 

secure cloud services through web. Since its inception, in [6], both the intended sender and receiver 

establish a secret key between themselves based on previously shared common domain parameters (also 

called public parameters). However, this protocol does not have any mechanism to accomplish a mutual 

authentication between sender and receiver. As a result, an eavesdropper can easily make a man-in-the-

middle attack by proxifying himself as a legitimate entity between both sender and receiver. Moreover, 

identity compromization attacks, impersonation attacks, replay attacks, privileged-insider attacks and 

offline dictionary attacks are the key security threats that are not properly addressed [10]. To avert these 

problems, several protocols are reported recently in the literature [24], [26]-[28], [45]-[47]. In these 

protocols, both parties should verify their identity before the shared secret symmetric key is settled 

between them. However, these existing state-of-the-art approaches do not properly address the server-

side user privacy, protection from malicious insiders (i.e., byzantine attacks), single point of failure and 

single point of vulnerability issues [8]. In addition to this, most of the existing approaches utilize a single 

server-based authentication strategy, which is having the single point of failure and single point of 

vulnerability issues [52]. Note that in lieu of the existing extensive state-of-the-art single server-based 

authentication and key agreement protocol stack available for the cloud environment, in this paper, we 

focus only on the limitations and issues related to the password-based two-server Diffie-Hellman 

authenticated key agreement schemes, which could be incorporated for the same environment and 

finalize the following objectives. 

1.1 Motivation and Research Objectives 

To avert the aforesaid discussed issues and limitations of the existing password-based two-server 

authenticated key agreement protocols, we set the following objectives in the proposed scheme: 

1. The proposed scheme should overcome several known attacks, such as password guessing, 

stolen-verifier, replay, man-in-the-middle, privileged-insider, impersonation, offline dictionary 

and identity compromization attacks. 

2. The proposed scheme should provide a better server-side security and user privacy. 

3. The user authentication process in the proposed scheme should be more robust and user-

friendly. 

4. The proposed scheme should distribute securely the session key between the entities. 

5. The proposed scheme should mitigate the existing server-side single point of failure (SOF) and 

single point of vulnerability (SOV) issues. 

The proposed approach vis-a-vis the above-mentioned objectives is as follows. An efficient password-

based two-server authentication scheme has been proposed. This dual server model is planned in such a 

way that it is resilient against existing vulnerabilities; namely, man-in-the-middle, offline dictionary, 

byzantine, server identity compromization, client identity compromization, password guessing, stolen-

verifier, privileged-insider and replay attacks. In this two-server model, the server, which is at the front-

end, is responsible for interfacing with a client only, while the other server at the back-end accomplishes 

the authentication task. As the back-end server is hidden from public exposure, it ensures the server-

side security by minimizing the risk of both SOF and SOV issues. As a solution to the impersonation 
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attacks, we propose a public key infrastructure (PKI)-enabled password-based two-server Diffie-

Hellman authenticated key exchange scheme. To preserve user privacy and support anonymity, an 

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC)-based digital signature generation and verification strategy has been 

adopted in the proposed scheme. The research contributions of the proposed approach are as follows.   

1.2 Research Contributions  

Following are the major research contributions as a realization of the proposed approach. 

• We propose an approach to distribute the session keys without time synchronization. 

• We introduce a new digital signature-based verification strategy by which each entity would be 

able to substantiate the other entity along with the issuer of the security credentials (i.e., session 

key) on which both the entities rely. 

• To distribute the session key securely, we propose a pair-wise session key distribution approach 

using the concept of server-side in memory caching. 

• The informal security analysis has been carried out to make evident that the proposed scheme 

can protect several known active as well as passive attacks. 

• The formal security verification using the broadly-accepted AVISPA tool is carried out for the 

proposed scheme and the simulation results ensure that the proposed scheme is also secure. 

• The suggested protocol alleviates the existing SOF and SOV issues by adopting a new dual 

server-based user authentication strategy. 

• To ensure user friendliness of the proposed approach, a user only needs to enter his identity and 

password in the system for authenticated key agreement process. 

• To preserve user privacy during authentication process, the user remains anonymous even if an 

adversary is eavesdropping the communication messages between user and remote cloud service 

server. 

1.3 Organization of the Paper 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the recent literature related to the work. 

The basic knowledge throughout the paper is presented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the proposed 

protocol. The formal verification of the proposed protocol using AVISPA tool is described in Section 5. 

Section 6 presents the informal security analysis of the proposed protocol. The performance analyses of 

the proposed protocol are discussed in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 concludes the paper. 

2. RELATED WORKS  

In this section, we brief about the existing single server-based authenticated key exchange protocols, its 

issues and challenges. 

Recently, two well-known Authenticated Key Agreement Protocol (AKAP) families are widely used in 

cloud industries. In the first category, several symmetric key-based single server AKAP are reported in 

the literature, such as, Kerberos, PKINIT, IDFusion, Sesame, …etc. [52].  Second category conveys the 

asymmetric key-based single server AKAP which are based on Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol 

[25] and its variants reported in [24], [26]-[28]. Keeping the eye on the above fact, the literature review 

of our work is three-fold. First, we discuss the existing known security issues and challenges for the 

aforesaid two AKAP families and then elaborate the recent issues reported in the area of cloud 

computing platform by alleviating the state-of-the-art security threats of the existing schemes as follows:      

2.1 Issues in Symmetric Key-based Single Server AKAP 

In order to access cloud services (e. g. SaaS, PaaS, IaaS, …etc.) over the Internet, it is necessary for a 

user to enrol himself with the Cloud Service Provider (CSP). After enrolment, the end user can access 

cloud services remotely over the Web. Usually, according to the symmetric key based single server 

AKAP scheme, the CSP stores the secret information in the Key Distribution Centre (KDC), where a 

single point of compromization makes the whole system jeopardized and it is also vulnerable to 
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on/offline dictionary attacks. For example, existing approaches [29], [31]-[32], [51] enrol an end user 

by asking his “username” and password. This username is used as the primary credential, which is 

verified at the time of user authentication. In fact, selecting a “username” is not enough to be considered 

as a strong private entity. As a result, an adversary can easily incorporate different attacks, such as 

impersonation attacks and identity compromization attacks by sniffing the “username” from the insecure 

media. Moreover, the existing password-based enrolment strategy is vulnerable to password guessing 

(on/offline dictionary) attacks and stolen-verifier attacks. Additionally, the existing approaches [29]-

[30] derive the client’s secret key as the hash value of his password. Therefore, the key will remain the 

same until client changes the current password. However, changing this password needs updating in 

enrolled data maintained by the KDC and this, in fact, invites many key rollover problems [1]. 

According to the current practice, a user makes an authentication request to an authentication server 

(AS) by means of a plain text containing “username” [29]. In this context, an attacker can eavesdrop the 

“username” and later expose himself to the AS as a legitimate user. In other words, an attacker can easily 

determine from the transmitted message which users are currently online. In this situation, an attacker 

has scope to make man-in-the-middle attacks as well as replay attacks [44]. Further, an eavesdropper 

can make identity compromization attacks and impersonation attacks by stealing the “username” if the 

channel is insecure [43], [42]. Moreover, the AS issues an Authentication Ticket (AT) to an end user 

after verifying only “username” without verifying its password or other security credentials [43]. 

However, as “username” is not a confidential credential, there is an opportunity for an attacker to get 

multiple authentication tickets by simply sending a “username” to the AS. As a consequence, a 

cryptanalyst can decrypt the ciphertexts (i.e., ATs) using some knowledge about underlying user’s 

password. Thus, this scheme is vulnerable to Ciphertext-only Attacks (COAs). In addition to this, the 

aforesaid discussed protocol is vulnerable to different other known security threats, including SOF and 

SOA issues reported in [52]. 

2.2 Issues in Asymmetric Key-based Single Server AKAP 

Intuitively, according to the well-known Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol [25], both the intended 

sender and receiver establish a secret key between themselves based on previously shared common 

domain parameters (also called public parameters). However, this protocol does not have any 

mechanism to accomplish a mutual authentication between sender and receiver. As a result, an 

eavesdropper can easily make a man-in-the-middle attacks by proxifying himself as a legitimate entity 

between both sender and receiver. In addition to this, identity compromization attacks, impersonation 

attacks and replay attacks are the key security threats that are not properly addressed. To avert these 

problems, several protocols are reported in the literature [24], [26]-[28], [45]-[47]. In these protocols, 

both parties should verify their identity before the shared secret symmetric key is settled between them. 

However, these existing state-of-the-art approaches do not properly address the server-side user privacy, 

protection from malicious insiders (i.e., byzantine attacks), single point of failure and single point of 

vulnerability issues [8].  

2.3 Issues in Recent Single Server AKAP for Cloud Platform 

Yang et al. [33] proposed an authentication scheme in a cloud environment setting. However, Chen et 

al. [34] pointed out the security pitfalls in Yang et al.’s scheme [33] that it is vulnerable to insider and 

impersonation attacks. To withstand these security loopholes in Yang et al.’s scheme, Chen et al. then 

designed a dynamic ID-based authentication scheme for cloud computing environment, which is based 

on the elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). Wang et al. [35] reviewed Chen et al.’s scheme [34] and 

proved that their scheme is vulnerable to offline password guessing as well as impersonation attacks. In 

addition, it was found that Chen et al.’s scheme does not provide user anonymity and also has a clock 

synchronization problem. Later, Hao et al. [36] presented a time-bound ticket-based mutual 

authentication scheme for cloud computing. The purpose of using the time bound tickets is to reduce the 

server’s processing overhead. Unfortunately, Jaidhar [37] identified that Hao et al.’s scheme [36] is 

insecure against denial-of-service attack during the password change phase. Wazid et al. [38] also 

proposed a provably secure user authentication and key agreement scheme for cloud computing 

environment. Their scheme withstands the weaknesses of the existing schemes and also supports extra 

functionality features, such as user anonymity, efficient password and biometric update phase in multi-

server environment. Recently, Gope and Das [39] proposed an anonymous mutual authentication 
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scheme for ubiquitous mobile cloud computing services, in which a legitimate mobile cloud user is 

allowed to enjoy n times all the ubiquitous services in a secure and efficient way, where the value of n 

may differ based on the principal he/she has paid for. In addition, Odelu et al. [40] reviewed Tsai-Lo’s 

scheme [41] and pointed out that their scheme does not provide the session-key security and strong user 

credentials’ privacy. To remove the security weaknesses found in Tsai-Lo’s scheme, Odelu et al. 

designed a provably secure authentication scheme for distributed mobile cloud computing services. 

Since its inception, S. Kumari et al. [50] proposed a provably secure biometrics-based multi-cloud-

server authentication scheme for accessing secure cloud services via insecure channel. In this scheme, 

authors have used a biometrics-based authentication scheme. M. H. Ibrahim et al. [51] proposed an 

attribute-based authentication protocol on the cloud for thin clients. In this scheme, authors have 

introduced two new authentication schemes for resource constraint client in cloud environment which 

support private attribute-based access to remote cloud servers. In this work, authors claimed that unlike 

existing attribute-based encryption and signature schemes, their scheme requires only a little amount of 

elliptic curve bilinear pairings and modular exponentiations. In 2015, Kalra and Sood [53] reported an 

authentication scheme to connect resource-constrained devices (tiny devices) to the cloud server using 

Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) for Internet of Things (IoT). However, in 2017, S. Kumari et al. 

[48] have shown that Kalra and Sood’s scheme [53] is vulnerable to offline password guessing and 

privileged insider attacks and does not achieve device anonymity, session key agreement and mutual 

authentication. To mitigate these vulnerabilities, S. Kumari et al. [48] proposed a secure authentication 

scheme based on ECC for IoT and cloud. In this scheme, authors have claimed that their scheme 

achieves all security requirements and is resistant to various known attacks as compared to the Kalra 

and Sood’s scheme. In 2017, Wu et al. [49] proposed a lightweight and anonymous RFID tag 

authentication protocol with cloud assistance for e-healthcare application.  Although these existing state-

of-the-art approaches address the server-side user privacy, user anonymity, protection from malicious 

insiders and other known attacks, most of the schemes utilize extra hardware devices like biometric 

scanner, RFID-tag, smart card, …etc. and do not resolve the existing ciphertext-only attacks, single 

point of failure issues and single point of vulnerability issues. 

Intuitively, to alleviate several known attacks and issues existing for the evolving cloud computing 

paradigm of the aforesaid extensive literature, in this work, we convey a new and efficient two server-

based authenticated key agreement protocol. More specifically, in this paper, we address security threats, 

like identity compromization, server-side impersonation, offline dictionary, privileged-insider, man-in-

the-middle, replay, byzantine, password guessing, stolen-verifier and COA attacks, as well as two 

important issues; namely, SOF and SOV issues, respectively. The basic mathematical knowledge 

required to understand the proposed protocol is discussed as follows. 

3. PRELIMINARIES 

In this section, we brief the basic security knowledge throughout the paper. In this regard, we discuss 

elliptic curve cryptography and its two underlying security assumptions; namely, Elliptic Curve 

Decisional Diffie-Hellman Problem (ECCDHP) and Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem 

(ECDLP), as well as one-way cryptographic hash function as follows. 

3.1 Elliptic Curve  

Suppose 𝑚, 𝑛 ∈ 𝑍𝑝 , where 𝑍𝑝 = {0,1, ⋯ 𝑝 − 1} and 𝑝 > 3 is a prime. A non-singular elliptic curve 𝑦2 

= 𝑥3 + mx + n over the finite field 𝑍𝑝 is the set 𝐸𝑝(𝑚, 𝑛) of solutions (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ 𝑍𝑝  × 𝑍𝑝  to the 

congruence 𝑦2 ≡ 𝑥3 + mx + n (mod p), where 𝑚, 𝑛 ∈ 𝑍𝑝 such that 4𝑚3+ 27𝑛2 ≠ 0 (mod p) and a point 

at infinity or zero point O. Note that 4𝑚3+ 27𝑛2 ≠ 0 (mod p) is a necessary and sufficient condition to 

ensure a non-singular solution for the equation 𝑥3 + mx + n = 0 [18]. 4𝑚3+ 27𝑛2 = 0 (mod p) implies 

that the elliptic curve is singular [14].  

The algebraic formulae for the sum of two same or different points on 𝑦2  ≡ 𝑥3 + mx + n (mod p) are 

as follows: 

1) R + O = O + R = R for all R ∈  𝐸𝑝(𝑚, 𝑛) . 

2) If R = (x, y) ∈  𝐸𝑝(𝑚, 𝑛), then (x, y) + (x, -y) = O. (The point (x, -y) is denoted by -R). 
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3) Let R ≠ S, where R = (x1 , y1) ∈   𝐸𝑝(𝑚, 𝑛)  and S = (x2 , y2) ∈   𝐸𝑝(𝑚, 𝑛)  with x1 ≠ x2, where 

R ≠ ± S. Then R + S = (x3, y3), where 𝑥3  = 𝜆2 − 𝑥1 − 𝑥2 (𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝) and 𝑦3 = 𝜆(𝑥1 − 𝑥3) −

𝑦1 (𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝). Here, 𝜆 = ( 
𝑦2−𝑦1

𝑥2−𝑥1
 ).   

4) If x1 = x2, but y1 ≠ y2, then R1 + R2 = O. 

5) Let R = (x1, y1) ∈  𝐸𝑝(𝑚, 𝑛)   with y1 ≠ 0, where R ≠-R. Then 2⋅R = (x3, y3), where 𝑥3  = 𝜆2  −

2 ⋅ 𝑥1 (𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑝) and y3 = 𝜆 ⋅ (x1 - x3) - y1 (mod p). Here, 𝜆 = (
3⋅𝑥1

2+𝑚

2⋅𝑦1
) .   

6) Let R = (x1, y1) ∈ 𝐸𝑝(𝑚, 𝑛)  with y1 = 0. Then, R1 + R2 = O. 

Hasse’s theorem states that the number of points on 𝐸𝑝(𝑚, 𝑛), denoted as #𝐸, satisfies the following 

inequality [19]: 

   𝑝 + 1 − 2√𝑝 ≤ 𝑝 + 1 + 2√𝑝  . 

In other words, there are about 𝑝 points on an elliptic curve 𝐸𝑝(𝑚, 𝑛) over 𝑍𝑝. Also,  𝐸𝑝(𝑚, 𝑛) forms a 

commutative or an abelian group under addition modulo 𝑝 operation. 

Definition 1 (Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem). Given an elliptic curve 𝐸𝑝(𝑚, 𝑛)  and two 

points R, S ∈  𝐸𝑝(𝑚, 𝑛), find an integer x such that S = x ⋅ R. 

Definition 2 (Elliptic Curve Decisional Diffie-Hellman Problem). Given a point R on an elliptic curve 

∈  𝐸𝑝(𝑚, 𝑛)  and two other points x ⋅ R, y ⋅ R ∈ 𝐸𝑝(𝑚, 𝑛), find x ⋅ y ⋅  R. 

3.2 One-way Hash Function 

A one-way hash function ℎ: {0, 1}∗  → {0,1}𝑙 takes a binary string of variable length input, say 𝑥 ∈
{0,1}∗ and outputs a binary string ℎ(𝑥) ∈ {0,1}𝑙 as an output of fixed length, say 𝑙 bits. The formal 

definition of ℎ(⋅) is provided as follows [16].  

Definition 3 (Collision-resistant one-way hash function). If an adversary A’s advantage in finding 

collision in hash outputs with the execution time t is denoted by 𝐴𝑑𝑣𝐴
𝐻𝐴𝑆𝐻(𝑡), it is defined by  

𝐴𝑑𝑣𝐴
𝐻𝐴𝑆𝐻(𝑡) = Pr[(𝑥, 𝑦)  ←𝑅  𝐴: 𝑥 ≠ 𝑦 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ℎ(𝑥) = ℎ(𝑦)], where Pr [𝐸] is the probability of an event 

E and (𝑥, 𝑦) ←𝑅  𝐴 means that the pair (x, y) is randomly chosen by A. By an (𝜂, 𝑡)- adversary A 

attacking the collision resistance of h(.), it indicates that the execution time of A is at most t and that 

𝐴𝑑𝑣𝐴
𝐻𝐴𝑆𝐻(𝑡) ≤ 𝜂. 

Examples of a one-way hash function include the Secure Hash Standard (SHA-1) hashing algorithm 

and the SHA-256 hashing algorithm [17]. 

4. PROPOSED PROTOCOL 

The system architecture of our proposed protocol is shown in Figure 1. In order to demonstrate our 

proposed protocol, we break it into four parts: (1) System model. It tells about the system architecture, 

different entities involvement and individual knowledge about the initial security parameters. (2) 

Adversary model. It conveys the capabilities of an external entity or a malicious insider to make attacks 

into the security system. (3) Registration. It discusses the enrolment strategy of different entities into a 

trusted third-party server. (4) Authenticated key exchange. It conveys the shared session key 

establishment process between two distinct entities through message passing.  

In our discussion, we frequently refer to some notations and symbols. All notations and symbols with 

their annotations are listed in Table 1. 

4.1 System Model 

Three types of entities are involved into our system; namely, client (C), service server (SS), back-end 

server (BS), where SS is the public server in two-server model and BS is the private server. The public 

server is reachable to everyone, whereas the private server works in the background and is controlled 

internally by the administrator only. C and SS both enrol themselves with BS during registration phase, 

but the authenticated key exchange task is carried out by both SS and BS, respectively. 
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Figure 1. System architecture of the proposed protocol. 

Further, there exists a certificate authority (CA), which issues a certificate CP for each principal P. The 

CA selects a generator G on the elliptic curve  𝐸𝑝(𝑚, 𝑛) of order 𝑘 and also selects two hash functions 

𝐻1(·) and 𝐻2(·). Further, the principal P can randomly select 𝑠𝑃 ∈ ℤ𝑘
∗ as secret key and computes the 

corresponding public key as 𝑄𝑃 = 𝑠𝑃 · G. Suppose that there exists an application 𝐵app provided by BS 

with which the principal P can transform its secret information (i.e., password and server secret identity) 

offline (i.e., through a smart phone application). P registers these security credentials (after 

transformation) into BS via out-of-band channel [8]. It may be noted that the enrolments of SS are 

carried out by individual server administrator. At the time of authenticated key exchange, C or SS 

verifies the legitimacy of both SS and BS or both C and BS, respectively, without disclosing its secret 

credentials over the insecure channel. In addition to this, an application 𝐴𝑖 is running into client 

workstation in order to access the service servers. 

4.2 Adversary Model 

Our adversary model is as follows: C and SS are controlled by an active adversary and BS is controlled 

by a passive adversary in terms of different attacks, such as offline dictionary, replay, man-in-the-

middle, byzantine, identity compromization, impersonation and privileged-insider attacks. The active 

adversary can behave arbitrarily in order to make the above discussed attacks feasible. In contrast, we 

also consider the outside intruder as an active adversary. In [8], a passive adversary pursues an honest-

but-curious activity; that is, it honestly executes the protocol according to the specification and does not 

modify any data in server’s secure database. But, this adversary listens the communication channels to 

derive the security credentials between C and SS. Further, the passive adversary also knows all the 

shared secret keys and the internal state of the server. 

Here, BS is trusted for both C and SS. We follow the well-accepted Dolev-Yao threat model (DY model) 

[20] in the proposed scheme. Under the DY model, any two parties in the network communicate over 

an insecure (public) channel, in which the end-point communicating parties, such as C and SS, are not 

considered as trustworthy entities. Therefore, under the DY model, an adversary (passive as well as 

active) A can then eavesdrop, modify or delete the exchanged messages during communication. Before 

going to the detail phases of the proposed protocol, we present a brief summary of it in Figure 2.  

4.3 User and Service Server Registration Phase 

Initially, both C and SS need to register themselves with BS via out-of-band channel [8] or postal 

network. Suppose that 𝐶𝑖 wants to enrol his secret credentials with BS. Then, the detail enrolment step 
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 is as follows: 

Step 1: 𝐶𝑖 transforms his user identity and password offline using 𝐵app as 𝑇𝐶𝐼𝐷
= 𝐻𝑏(𝐶𝐼𝐷

𝑖 ) and 𝑇𝐶𝑝𝑤𝑑
=

𝐻𝑏1
(PWD||𝑟1). We may note that 𝐵app has two hash functions as 𝐻𝑏(. ) and 𝐻𝑏1

(. ). For example, 

suppose that 𝐶𝑖 executes offline 𝐵app application in his smart phone and transforms his user identity 

using  𝐻𝑏1
(. ). Then, 𝐶𝑖 chooses one random phone number from its contact information and 

transforms his password using 𝐻𝑏1
(. ). 𝐶𝑖 needs to keep both PWD and 𝑟1 secret. 

Table 1. Notations and their descriptions. 

Notations Descriptions Notations Descriptions  
𝐴𝑖 An application running on user 

𝐶𝑖’s workstation to access 

service server 

 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐷
𝑗

 Public identity of 𝑆𝑆𝑗 

BS Back End Authentication 

Server 
𝑆𝐼𝑠𝑠

𝑗
 Secret identity of 𝑆𝑆𝑗 

𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐷 BS’s public identity 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑖𝑑  Transformed identity of 𝑆𝑆𝑗 

𝐵𝑎𝑝𝑝 An application computes 

𝐻𝑏(𝑋𝑃 ) offline 
𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑆𝑗 ’s private key 

𝐶𝑖 𝑖𝑡ℎ Client 𝑠𝑐 𝐶𝑖’s private key 

CA Certificate Authority 𝑠𝑏 BS’s private key 

𝐶𝐼𝐷
𝑖  

 

Public identity of 𝐶𝑖 U A set of all points on the elliptic curve 

𝐸𝑝(𝑚, 𝑛)  

𝐶𝑃 Certificate for a principal P 

issued by CA 
𝐻1 One-way cryptographic hash function as  

{0,1}∗ → 𝑈 [13] 

𝐸𝑝(𝑚, 𝑛) Elliptic curve 𝑦2 ≡ 𝑥3 + mx + 

n (mod p) on the field 𝑍𝑝 

𝐻2   One-way cryptographic hash function as 

𝑈 →  {0,1}∗ [13] 

ECC Elliptic curve cryptography 𝐻𝑏 One-way hash function as h(⋅) 
ECDLP Elliptic curve discrete 

logarithm problem 
𝐻𝑏1

 One-way hash function as h(J || 𝛿) 

ECDDHP Elliptic curve decisional Diffie-

Hellman problem 
𝑇𝐶𝐼𝐷

  𝐶𝑖’s transformed password 

𝐹𝑘 A field containing the elements 

0, 1, ⋯ , (𝑘 − 1)  
𝑇𝐶𝑝𝑤𝑑

 𝐶𝑖’s transformed user identity 

G A generator point ∈ 𝐸𝑝(𝑚, 𝑛) 

of some order (say, k) 

𝑋𝑃 Security credential X of a principal P 

ℎ(⋅) One way hash function, such as 

SHA-1, SHA-2 …etc. 
ℤ𝑘 A set containing the elements 

 0, 1, . . . , (𝑘 − 1) 

k A 160 to 256-bit prime (x/y) P computes x number of exponentiations 

in real time and y number of 

exponentiations in offline mode 

L The size of a group element [1] |q| Bit length of q 

l The size of the hash value [1] J A secret information 

PWD Password of 𝐶𝑖 𝛿 
 

Any random secret 

P A principal such as 𝐶𝑖, 𝑆𝑆𝑗 , BS 𝑄𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑆𝑗 ’s public key 

𝑄𝑏 BS’s public key SS Service Server 

𝑄𝑐 𝐶𝑖’s public key 𝑆𝑆𝑗 𝑗𝑡ℎ SS 

Step 2: Ci sends CID
i , TCID

 and TCpwd
 to BS via postal network. 

Step 3: BS administrator creates 𝐶𝑖’s account and updates user table with 𝐶𝐼𝐷
𝑖 ,  𝑇𝐶𝐼𝐷

 and 𝑇𝐶𝑝𝑤𝑑
. 

Step 4: BS broadcasts  𝑇𝐶𝐼𝐷
 to all SS’s.  
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Figure 2. Summary of the proposed protocol. 

Similarly, 𝑆𝑆𝑗’s administrator deploys server id (i.e., 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐷
𝑗

) and transformed secret identity (i.e., 

𝐻𝑏(𝑆𝐼𝑆𝑆
𝑗

)) to BS. BS updates the service server table in its database. It may be noted that, the secret 
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identity (i.e., 𝑆𝐼𝑆𝑆
𝑗

) has been assigned to each SS by its respective administrator. This completes both 

𝐶𝑖 and 𝑆𝑆𝑗 enrolment process. After completion of registration, 𝐶𝑖 can access services from 𝑆𝑆𝑗 followed 

by an authenticated key exchange task as follows: 

4.4 Authenticated Key Agreement Phase 

This sub-section presents the proposed password-based two-server authentication and key exchange 

protocol. All the message communications of the proposed protocol are shown in Fig. 3. The detail step 

in this process is as follows: 

   Figure 3. Summary of mutual authentication and key exchange process.  

Step 1: Ci enters his identity and service server identity in application Ai. 

Step 2: 𝐴𝑖 computes 𝐶𝑚𝑠𝑔
𝑖  and a signature pair (i.e., 𝑃𝐶 and 𝑉𝐶) using clientRandPairGen[ ]() (see Fig. 4).  

Step 3: 𝐴𝑖 constructs a message 𝑚1 = { 𝐶𝑚𝑠𝑔
𝑖 , 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐷

𝑗
, 𝑃𝐶 , 𝑉𝐶, 𝐶𝐶𝑖

 } and sends the same to 𝑆𝑆𝑗 . 

Step 4: After receiving 𝑚1, 𝑆𝑆𝑗 checks the transformed user identity (i.e., 𝐶𝑚𝑠𝑔
𝑖 = 𝑇𝐶𝐼𝐷

 ) from its database. 

Step 5: If user identity exists, then 𝑆𝑆𝑗 computes a signature pair (i.e., {𝑃𝑆𝑆 , 𝑉𝑆𝑆} ) by taking the input of  

service server identity as 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐷 
𝑗

 using SSRandPairGen[ ]() (refer to Figure 5). Step 6 is repeated, else 

the 𝐶𝑖
′𝑠 request is rejected. 

Step 6: 𝑆𝑆𝑗 constructs a message 𝑚2 = { 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐷
𝑗

, 𝐶𝑚𝑠𝑔
𝑖 , 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐷 , 𝑉𝐶, 𝑉𝑆𝑆, 𝐶𝐶𝑖

 } and sends the same to BS. 

Step 7: BS checks both previously stored transformed user identity and server identity from its database. 

Step 8: If both the transformed identities exist, then BS modifies both random values 𝑉𝐶 and 𝑉𝑆𝑆 as 𝑉𝐶
′ and 

𝑉𝑆𝑆
′ , respectively, using bsVerif() (see Figure 6) and go to Step 9, else it rejects 𝑆𝑆𝑗’s request. 

Step 9: After verifying both 𝐶𝑖 and 𝑆𝑆𝑗 , BS constructs a message as 𝑚3= { 𝐵𝑆𝐼𝐷 , 𝐶𝑚𝑠𝑔
𝑖 , 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐷

𝑗
, 𝑉𝐶

′ , 𝑉𝑆𝑆
′ ,  𝐶𝐵 } 

and sends the same to 𝑆𝑆𝑗. 

Step 10: After getting reply from BS, 𝑆𝑆𝑗 verifies the legitimacy of both 𝐶𝑖 and BS using 

verifyClientandBS() (refer to Figure 8). 
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Figure 4. Client-side signature generation process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Service server-side signature generation process. 

Step 11: If both of them are verified successfully, then 𝑆𝑆𝑗 constructs session key as 𝑆𝐾 =  𝑟𝑠𝑠 ⋅  𝑟𝑐 ⋅ 𝐺 and 

a message 𝑚4 = { 𝐶𝑚𝑠𝑔
𝑖 , 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐷

𝑗
, 𝑃𝑆𝑆 , 𝑉𝑆𝑆

′ ,𝐶𝐵, 𝐶𝑆𝑆𝑗
 } and goto Step 12, else it rejects 𝐶𝑖’s request. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Client and Service server verification at BS. 
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Figure 7. Client-side verification and session key generation process. 

Step 12: 𝑆𝑆𝑗 sends the message 𝑚4 to 𝐶𝑖 .  

Step 13: After receiving 𝑚4 , 𝐶𝑖 checks the legitimacy of both 𝑆𝑆𝑗 and BS using verifySSandBS() (see 

Figure 7). 

Step 14: If both of them are verified successfully, then 𝐶𝑖 constructs session key as 𝑆𝐾 =  𝑟𝑐 ⋅  𝑟𝑠𝑠 ⋅ 𝐺 .  

Finally, 𝐶𝑖 and 𝑆𝑆𝑗 establish a secure channel between themselves and set up a shared secret symmetric 

key as 𝑆𝐾 =  𝑟𝑐 ⋅  𝑟𝑠𝑠 ⋅ 𝐺 = 𝑟𝑠𝑠 ⋅  𝑟𝑐 ⋅ 𝐺.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 8. Service server-side verification and session key generation process. 

4.4.1 Proof of Correctness 

In order to verify the legitimacy of both sender and receiver along with back-end third party server, each 

sender or receiver must adhere to the following two cases:  

Case 1. For the purpose of verifying 𝐶𝑖 and BS, 𝑆𝑆𝑗 needs to check 

𝑉𝐶
′ ⋅ 𝐺 = 𝑃𝐶 ⋅  𝐻2(𝐻1(𝐶𝑚𝑠𝑔

𝑖 ))  +   𝑄𝑐 ⋅ 𝐻2(𝑃𝐶) +   𝑄𝑏 ⋅ 𝐻2 (𝐻1(𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑖𝑑 )).                       (1) 
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To make the aforesaid check work, the following condition must hold: 

𝑉𝐶 = 𝑟𝑐 ⋅  𝐻2(𝐻1(𝐶𝑚𝑠𝑔
𝑖 ))  +   𝑠𝑐 ⋅ 𝐻2(𝑟𝑐  ⋅ 𝐺 ) (mod k).                                    (2) 

Case 2. For the purpose of verifying 𝑆𝑆𝑗 and BS, 𝐶𝑖 needs to check 

𝑉𝑆𝑆
′ ⋅ 𝐺 = 𝑃𝑆𝑆 ⋅  𝐻2(𝐻1(𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐷

𝑗
))  +   𝑄𝑠𝑠 ⋅ 𝐻2(𝑃𝑆𝑆) +   𝑄𝑏 ⋅ 𝐻2 (𝐻1(𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑔

𝑝𝑤𝑑)).                    (3) 

To make the aforesaid check work, the following condition must be satisfied:  

𝑉𝑆𝑆 = 𝑟𝑠𝑠 ⋅  𝐻2(𝐻1(𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐷
𝑗

))  +   𝑠𝑠𝑠 ⋅ 𝐻2(𝑟𝑠𝑠  ⋅ 𝐺 ) (mod k)                                  (4) 

5. FORMAL VERIFICATION IN AVISPA 

In order to check the validity of a security protocol, several formal verification tools and techniques 

have emerged. In order to analyse our proposed protocol, we utilize AVISPA (Automated Validation of 

Internet Security Protocols and Applications) tool [21]. This tool is providing a High Level Protocol 

Specification Language (HLPSL) [22] [23], which is the de facto language recommended for AVISPA, 

to codify a security protocol. After codification, AVISPA internally converts the protocol into an 

Intermediate Format (IF), in order to assess its formal specification. In addition to this, AVISPA 

integrates four different model checkers which is actually perform the end-to-end analysis of the 

protocol. Moreover, the sending/receiving channels utilized for communication among several parties 

are modelled using the standard Dolev-Yao mechanism [20] to assess perfect secrecy. 

According to the specification of HLPSL, each principal is mapped into a basic role, where all the local 

and global variables are specified. In addition to this, each role needs to declare an initial state and the 

state transitions. These state transitions represent different interactions; such as send or receive message 

exchanges among other roles. We code our authentication message exchanges in HLPSL. Moreover, we 

have specified three different roles: a client (c), a service server (ss) and a back-end authentication server 

(b). However, by taking an instance of a basic role, we have initiated a composite role called “session” 

to configure a single protocol run. 

In order to specify such security objectives in HLPSL, AVISPA equips some standard commands, for 

example, “secrecy_of” (used to define the secrecy of keys), “authentication_on” (used to specify strong 

authentication on nonce), “weak_authentication_on” (used to represent weak authentication on 

timestamp) …etc. We model the security goals for the proposed protocol as follows: 

1) Origin authentication or man-in-the-middle attacks prevention: It is done by incorporating the 

“authentication_on” to every security goal in every data exchange. 

2) Replay attack prevention: It is achieved by establishing strong origin authentication. 

3) Data confidentiality: It is ensured by interpreting “secrecy_of” to the secret keys (i.e., PWD  

and 𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑖𝑑 ) used in the protocol. 

4) Data integrity: It is assured by applying “secrecy_of” to the secret one time distinct values (i.e., 

𝑃𝐶 , 𝑉𝐶 , 𝑃𝑆𝑆, 𝑉𝑆𝑆, 𝑉𝐶
′ , 𝑉𝑆𝑆

′ , 𝑟𝑐  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑠𝑠) exchanged by the protocol. 

In order to validate our proposed protocol, we have considered seven different cases to find out the 

attack traces in AVISPA. All the cases and session configurations are presented in Table 2 and illustrated 

as follows: 

• C1: It shows a single protocol session implementation with all the legitimate agents (i.e., c, 

ss and b) involved into authentication. 

• C2, C3 and C4: They consider a situation, where an adversary (i) is trying to impersonate 

the client (c), the service principal (ss) and the back end authentication server. 

• C5: It defines a situation, in which two parallel sessions are being executed and client (c) is 

interpreting the role of the service server (ss). 

• C6: It represents a scenario, where two concurrent sessions are being executed 

simultaneously and client (c) is playing the role of back-end authentication server (b). 

• C7: This case illustrates the effects of two parallel session executions in a single protocol 
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run, where an adversary (i) is trying to act same as the client (c). 

Table 2. Test cases’ execution in AVISPA. 

Cases Different session configurations 

C1 session (c, ss, b, kc, ks, r1, srs, a, f, h1, h2) 

C2 session (c, i, b, kc, ksi, ri, sri, a, f, h1, h2) 

C3 session (c, ss, i, kci, ksi, ri, sri, a, f, h1, h2) 

C4 session (i, ss,b, kci, srs, ri, sri, a, f, h1, h2) 

C5 session (c, ss, b, kc, ks, r1, srs, a, f, h1, h2) 

session (c, c, b, kc, ksi, r1, sri, a, f, h1, h2) 

C6 session (c, ss, b, kc, ks, r1, srs, a, f, h1, h2) 

session (c, ss, c, kc, ksi, r1, sri, a, f, h1, h2) 

C7 session (c, ss, b, kc, ks, r1, srs, a, f, h1, h2) 

session (i, ss, b, kci, srs, ri, sri, a, f, h1, h2) 

[ Note: kc – client symmetric key (𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑝𝑤𝑑

), ks – service server secret (𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑖𝑑 ), kci and ksi – 

intruder knowledge about client and service server key, r1 and srs – shared secret 

information of client and service server with back-end server, a – hash function, f – hash 

function, h1 – hash function, h2 – hash function]. 

After execution of all the above cases in AVISPA, it did not reveal any attack traces. Thus, we can 

conclude that our proposed protocol is safe from man-in-the-middle attacks, impersonation attacks, 

parallel-session attacks and replay attacks. 

Remark 1: We consider four hash functions, such as 'a', 'f', 'h1' and 'h2', to codify the proposed protocol 

in AVISPA utilizing HLPSL. Here, 'a', 'f', 'h1' and 'h2' signify arithmetic addition, ECC point 

multiplication, encoding of a plaintext to an ECC point (H1) and decoding of an ECC point to a random 

text (H2), respectively. Note that, in HLPSL, there is no provision to code these aforesaid operations 

directly using mathematical operators. To specify these operations in HPLSL, hash functions are 

utilized. For example, in role specification and environment configuration, we firmly declare these 

operations as “a, f, h1, h2: hash_func”.  

Remark 2: In this paper, we use AVISPA tool (version 1.1) to prove that our proposed protocol is safe 

or not. Currently, the tool supports only four known attacks; namely, man-in-the-middle, replay, 

impersonation and parallel session attacks. In addition to this, as per the specification of the same tool, 

it is not possible to trace any arbitrary security attacks. Therefore, in AVISPA version -1.1, there is no 

scope to implement the recent attacks, like side channel attacks, covert channel attacks, privileged-

insider attacks and identity compromization attacks existing in the cloud computing domain. We will 

finalize this issue in the near future utilizing a later version of the AVISPA tool. 

6. INFORMAL SECURITY ANALYSIS 

An informal security analysis of the proposed protocol is carried out with respect to different attacks; 

namely, man-in-the-middle, replay, offline dictionary, privileged-insider, byzantine, impersonation, 

identity compromization attacks based on the aforesaid adversary model as follows: 

Claim 1: Resilient against man-in-the-middle attacks as an active adversary without control on servers.  

Proof: Suppose an adversary Adv traps the message 〈 Cmsg
i  , SSID

j
, PC, VC , CCi

 〉 sent by 𝐶𝑖 to 𝑆𝑆𝑗. It is 

noted that: 

  𝑃𝐶  =  𝑟𝑐  ⋅  𝐺, 𝑟𝑐 ∈  ℤ𝑘
∗                                               (5)  

 𝑉𝐶  =  𝑟𝑐 ⋅  𝐻2 (𝐻1(𝐶𝑚𝑠𝑔
𝑖 )) +  𝑠𝑐 ⋅   𝐻2(𝑃𝐶)(𝑚𝑜𝑑 𝑘).                                         (6)  

It is hard to compute 𝑟𝑐 in Eq. 5 (or 𝑠𝑐 in Eq. 6) from 𝑃𝐶 (or 𝑄𝐶) due to ECDLP. Further, Adv cannot 

alter either 𝑃𝐶 or 𝑉𝐶 or both. Suppose that  Adv alters 𝑉𝐶 by 𝑉𝐶
′′ . Then, to satisfy the verification condition 

in Eq. 6, Adv has to alter from 𝑃𝐶 to 𝑃𝐶
′  . But, due to ECDLP, it is hard to alter 𝑉𝐶 by 𝑉𝐶

′′ and then satisfy 
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the condition in Eq. 6. Analogously, it is also hard to alter 𝑃𝐶 by 𝑃𝐶

′  and then find 𝑉𝐶
′′ so that:  

𝑉𝐶
′′ ⋅  𝐺 =  𝑃𝐶 ⋅  𝐻2 (𝐻1(𝐶𝑚𝑠𝑔

𝑖 )) + 𝑄𝑐 ⋅  𝐻2(𝑃𝐶) + 𝑄𝑏 ⋅  𝐻2(𝐻1(𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑖𝑑

)) 

holds. Similarly, it holds for the other messages, such as 𝑚2, 𝑚3 and 𝑚4, respectively. Further, suppose 

that the adversary Adv wants to find the session key (i.e., SK) from either the value of 𝑃𝐶 = 𝑟𝑐 ⋅ G or 

𝑃𝑆𝑆 = 𝑟𝑠𝑠 ⋅ 𝐺 or both by applying man-in-the-middle attacks and guessing the value of 𝑟𝑐 and 𝑟𝑠𝑠. Then, 

Adv would again end up with the computationally intractable or hard problem (i.e., ECCDHP 

assumption) to compute 𝑆𝐾 = 𝑟𝑐 ⋅ 𝑃𝑆𝑆 = 𝑟𝑠𝑠 ⋅ 𝑃𝐶 = 𝑟𝑐 ⋅ 𝑟𝑠𝑠 ⋅ 𝐺. Hence, we can conclude that our scheme 

is resilient to man-in-the-middle attacks. 

Claim 2: Resilient against server-side identity compromization attacks as a passive adversary 

controlling 𝑆𝑆𝑗. 

Proof: In the proposed scheme, 𝑆𝑆𝑗 is allowed to store only hashed client identities instead of original 

identities. Therefore, if a malicious insider gets this information, then he cannot trace out the original 

identity of the client. Suppose an adversary eavesdrops message 𝑚1 = { 𝐶𝑚𝑠𝑔
𝑖 , 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐷

𝑗
, 𝑃𝐶 , 𝑉𝐶, 𝐶𝐶𝑖

 } and 

tries to get the actual identity CID
i  of Ci  from Cmsg

i . But, it is computationally hard to extract  CID
i  from 

Cmsg
i  , as  CID

i  has been transformed using one-way cryptographic hash function at the time of client 

enrolment phase. 

Claim 3: Resilient against replay attacks.  

Proof:  For a particular session, 𝐶𝑖 chooses a pseudo-random number 𝑟𝑐  acting as a nonce or fresh value. 

We can easily infer from the four communication messages (i.e., 𝑚1, 𝑚2, 𝑚3 and 𝑚4) that the 𝑉𝐶 value 

is exchanged among three parties and derived from 𝑟𝑐. As 𝑟𝑐 is fresh for a single protocol run, thus we 

can say that 𝑉𝐶 is also fresh vis-a-vis the messages are also fresh. This ensures our protocol to be free 

from replay attacks. More precisely, supposed that there is a protection against replay attack during the 

authentication phase, 𝑆𝑆𝑗 can store the values 𝑃𝐶  and 𝑉𝐶 in its cache memory temporarily. 𝑆𝑆𝑗 first 

checks if 𝑃𝐶  = 𝑃𝐶
′  and 𝑉𝐶  = 𝑉𝐶

′. If this is valid, the message is treated as replay message. Otherwise, 

𝑆𝑆𝑗 updates 𝑃𝐶 and 𝑉𝐶  with 𝑃𝐶
′   and 𝑉𝐶

′ in its cache. In a similar way, it can address the replay attack issue 

during the mutual authentication phase between 𝑆𝑆𝑗 and BS. 

Claim 4: Resilient against single point of vulnerability and single point of failure.  

Proof: In the proposed dual server model, BS is not directly reachable to the client or an external 

adversary and it manages the crucial security credentials for both 𝐶𝑖 and 𝑆𝑆𝑗. Although SSs’ are the 

front-end interface for malicious external adversary, it is not possible to gain any knowledge about the 

secret parameters (i.e., PWD, 𝑆𝐼𝑠𝑠
𝑗

, …etc.) except the hashed identity parameters of the client. This 

mitigates the single point of vulnerability issue. In addition to this, distribution of secret databases, 

periodical back-up and auditing of the security credentials from back-end server offline represent an 

easy task rather doing all these stuffs along with client or external intruder interfacing at front-end. Thus, 

our solution avoids the single point of failure issue without affecting the service availability of the 

system. 

Claim 5: Resilient against byzantine attacks.  

Proof: Intuitively, in order to design a full proof system to address byzantine attack, the proposed 

scheme is being planned in such a way that each entity would be able to substantiate the other entity 

along with the issuer of the security credentials. Suppose that 𝑆𝑆𝑗 wants to check the legitimacy of 𝐶𝑖. 

For this, 𝑆𝑆𝑗 needs to verify   

𝑉𝐶
′ ⋅ 𝐺 = 𝑟𝐶 ⋅  𝐻2 (𝐻1(𝐶𝑚𝑠𝑔

𝑖 )) ⋅ 𝐺  +   𝑠𝑐 ⋅ 𝐻2(𝑃𝐶) ⋅ 𝐺 +   𝑠𝑏 ⋅ 𝐻2 (𝐻1(𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑖𝑑 )) ⋅ 𝐺. 

From this verification condition, we can easily infer that it associates with both 𝐶𝑖’s and BS’s private 

key, as well as 𝐶𝑖 ’s public identity. That means, implicitly, 𝑆𝑆𝑗 verifies both 𝐶𝑖 and BS legitimacy using 

the public keys of themselves (see Eq. 1, Eq. 2, Eq. 3 and Eq. 4, respectively) before establishing the 

session key. Similarly, 𝐶𝑖 checks the legitimacy of 𝑆𝑆𝑗 and BS before making the shared symmetric key 

with 𝑆𝑆𝑗. Thus, it ensures trusted third party verification and is hence free from byzantine attacks. 
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Claim 6: Resilient against offline dictionary attacks as a passive adversary controlling 𝑆𝑆𝑗 . 

Proof: Suppose that a malicious insider or a passive adversary A controls 𝑆𝑆𝑗. As 𝑆𝑆𝑗 is not storing any 

dictionary of passwords for 𝐶𝑖 in its secret database, where 𝑖 = 1, 2, ⋯ , 𝑛 , then it is evident that there is 

no chance of offline dictionary attacks on 𝐶𝑖’s password. Further, assume that A eavesdrops all four 

messages; namely, 𝑚1, 𝑚2, 𝑚3 and 𝑚4, respectively, from the protocol transcripts and tries to guess the 

𝐶𝑖’s original password. However, it is computationally hard to trace PWD without the knowledge of 

𝑟𝑐  , 𝑠𝑐  𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑏, respectively. 

Claim 7: Resilient against offline dictionary attacks as a passive adversary controlling BS.  

Proof: Suppose a malicious insider or a passive adversary A controls BS. Then, in order to make offline 

dictionary attacks on 𝐶𝑖 ’s password infeasible, we encapsulate a random number (i.e., 𝑟1) with 𝐶𝑖 ’s 

original password and make a transformed password as 𝑇𝐶𝑝𝑤𝑑
= 𝐻𝑏1

(PWD||𝑟1). Suppose that an insider 

or a passive adversary A compromises BS’s secret database and tries to compute the password offline 

by dictionary attack. Then, he needs the knowledge about the random number 𝑟1 . Further, suppose A to 

eavesdrop all the protocol transcripts and try to make an offline dictionary attack on the password. It is 

also hard to compute 𝐶𝑖’s PWD without the knowledge of 𝑟𝑠𝑠,  𝑠𝑠𝑠 and  𝑠𝑏, respectively. 

Claim 8: Resilient against privileged-insider attacks as a passive adversary controlling BS. 

Proof: During the client enrolment phase, 𝐵𝑎𝑝𝑝 asks 𝐶𝑖 to give his password. 𝐵𝑎𝑝𝑝 transforms the 

password as 𝑇𝐶𝑝𝑤𝑑
= 𝐻𝑏1

(PWD||𝑟1) and 𝐶𝑖  needs to send 𝑇𝐶𝑝𝑤𝑑
 to BS via postal network. Now, suppose 

that a privileged-insider user of the BS, being an adversary A, knows the information 𝑇𝐶𝑝𝑤𝑑
 by stealing 

the BS’s database. Note that the masked password 𝐻𝑏1
(PWD||𝑟1) contains the random secret 𝑟1 , which 

is only known to 𝐶𝑖. Even if A guesses a password, he cannot verify it correctly without having 𝑟1. 

Therefore, it is a computationally infeasible task for A to derive the password PWD of 𝐶𝑖 . This shows 

that the privileged-insider attacks are protected in the proposed scheme. 

Claim 9: Resilient against ciphertext-only attacks. 

Proof: Suppose that for a particular session, an adversary A eavesdrops all the communication messages 

(i.e., 𝑚1, 𝑚2, 𝑚3 and 𝑚4) during authenticated key establishment phase. A repeats this process for 

multiple sessions for 𝐶𝑖 whose public identity is 𝑇𝐶𝐼𝐷
= 𝐻𝑏(𝐶𝐼𝐷

𝑖 ). In this connection, A is having with 

himself a collection of messages. Form those messages, A chooses one ciphertext (i.e., 𝑉𝑆𝑆
′ ), which is 

associated with the 𝐶𝑖 's password and constructs a set as S = {𝑉𝑆𝑆
′ }. After collecting such multiple sets 

as Si  =  {𝑉𝑆𝑆𝑖

′ }, ∀ i =  1, 2, ⋯ , n, A tries to incorporate ciphertext-only attacks to find out the original 

plaintext (i.e., PWD) of 𝐶𝑖. However, to extract the corresponding plaintext or client’s password from 

the set of ciphertexts, A needs the knowledge about 𝑟1, 𝑟c and 𝑠c parameters. Without having these 

parameters, extraction of the original plaintext (i.e., PWD of 𝐶𝑖) is computationally intractable. Thus, 

the proof is completed and cipertext-only attacks are prevented 

Claim 10: Resilient against impersonation attacks. 

Proof: In order to mitigate impersonation attacks, the proposed scheme adopts a strong entity 

authentication principle. Here, 𝑆𝑆𝑗 verifies the legitimacy of client 𝐶𝑖 using his transformed identity and 

his digital signature approved by BS and 𝐶𝑖 verifies the legitimacy of 𝑆𝑆𝑗 utilizing its original identity 

and its digital signature approved by BS. This digital signature-based verification of each entity makes 

the protocol free from impersonation attacks by achieving strong authentication (see Cases C5 and C6 

in Table 2 of Section 5).  

Claim 11: Resilient against stolen-verifier attacks. 

Proof: In order to mitigate the stolen-verifier attacks, the proposed scheme adopts a strong entity 

authentication principle. Here, 𝑆𝑆𝑗 verifies the legitimacy of client 𝐶𝑖 using his transformed identity and 

his digital signature approved by BS and 𝐶𝑖 verifies the legitimacy of service server 𝑆𝑆𝑗 utilizing its 

original identity and its digital signature approved by BS. This digital signature-based verification of 

each entity makes the protocol free from stolen-verifier attacks. Suppose an attacker steals the hashed 

verifier (𝐶𝑟𝑒𝑔
𝑝𝑤𝑑

) of Ci from BS and tries to login into the system. But, without knowing the PWD and r1, 
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it is computationally hard to satisfy the verification condition specified in Eq. 3. Therefore, we can 

conclude that our scheme is resilient against stolen-verifier attacks.  

Claim 12: Supports forward secrecy. 

Proof: Forward secrecy tells about an analogy that an attacker cannot find the session keys constructed 

in past sessions even if he discovers the Ci’s password PWD and SSj’s secret key  

𝑆𝐼𝑠𝑠
𝑗

 . In the proposed scheme, both Ci and SSj compute an incomparable session key SK = rc · PSS = 

rc · rSS · G = rSS · PC = rSS · rc · G = SK* in every protocol run of the proposed scheme. The attacker 

cannot compute SK (or SK*) from PSS =  rSS · G and PC =  rc · G, even if he finds out Ci ’s password 

PWD and SSj’s secret key 𝑆𝐼𝑠𝑠
𝑗

  due to the hardness of large entropy ECC points. Thus, the proposed 

scheme provides forward secrecy. 

7. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

This section deals with the performance evaluation of the proposed protocol. The performance analysis 

in this context is two-fold. Case 1: we compare our proposed protocol with the existing password-based 

two-server Diffie-Hellman authenticated key agreement protocols. Case 2: we substantiate the proposed 

methodology with the existing schemes available in cloud computing domain as follows: 

(A) Case 1:  Here, three major aspects for evaluation have been considered w.r.t. the existing password-

based two-server Diffie-Hellman authenticated key agreement protocol as follows:  

(1) Computational time (CT): In information theoretic sense, exponentiations govern individual entity’s 

computational overhead [8]. In this synergy, we estimate the number of exponentiations as the 

evaluation of execution time and outline the performance results in Table 2. Consider 𝐶𝑖 with 𝐴𝑖 , for 

instance; it needs to compute a total of 4 exponentiations (see Eq. 1 and Eq. 2); that is, for the calculation 

of 𝑃𝐶 , 𝑉𝐶 , 𝑄𝑏 ⋅  𝐻2(𝐻1(𝑆𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑐
𝑖𝑑 )) and 𝑉𝐶

′ ⋅  𝐺 (refer to Section 3), and 2 exponentiations (i.e.,  𝑃𝐶 , 𝑉𝐶 ) out 

of them can be performed offline using [12]. We represent the value as “x/y” notation. More precisely, 

“4/2” signifies out of 4 exponentiations, client needs to perform 2 exponentiations in real time and other 

2 exponentiations in offline mode. 

(2) Communication overhead (CO): Since |𝑉𝐶| is equal to |𝑉𝑆𝑆|, we cannot distinguish between these two 

parameters. Thus, for ease of comparison, we fix it as L = |𝑉𝐶| = |𝑉𝑆𝑆|. In addition to this, we have grossly 

ignored the bandwidth for both principal identities and the public certificates in this aspect of evaluation. 

(3) Communication rounds (CR): A single round comprises a one-way transmission of messages. 

Table 3 shows that our proposed protocol is quite efficient in terms of both communication and 

computation. Thus, we can apply our protocol for wireless applications also. 

Moreover, the proposed protocol is having several security and functional features (SFFs). Table 4 

shows a comparative analysis of the proposed protocol with other existing schemes in terms of the SFFs 

as follows: 

(B) Case 2:  In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol w.r.t the existing schemes 

available in cloud computing domain, here, we consider three major aspects; namely, computation cost 

(see Table 5 and Table 6), communication overhead and storage cost (see also Figure 9). 

Table 3. Comparison with other existing schemes in terms of performance. 

Principles Yang et al. [8] JWX Protocol [15] Yi et al. [1] DHKEP [6] Our Scheme 

𝐶𝑖  CT: (4/2) CT: (6/0) CT: (4/0) CT: (2/0) CT: (4/2) 

CO: 4L + 2l CO: 6L +2l CO: 3L + 4l CO: 2L CO: 2L 

CR: 4 CR: 3 CR: 3 CR:2 CR: 2 

𝑆𝑆𝑗 CT: (4/1) CT: (8/0) CT: (5/0) CT: (2/0) CT: (4/2) 

CO: 8L +3l CO: 11L + 3l CO: 6L + 3l CO: 2L CO: 4L 

CR: 8 CR: 6 CR: 4 CR:2 CR: 4 

BS CT: (3/1) CT: (4/0) CT: (5/0) -- CT: (2/0) 

CO: 4L + 1l CO: 5L +1l CO: 6L + 3l -- CO: 2L 

CR: 4 CR: 3 CR: 4 -- CR: 2 
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In addition to this, we present several security and functional features (see Table 7) of the proposed 

protocol. Note that, in this study, we omit device energy consumption during the proposed protocol 

execution. 

The calculation of computation, communication and storage cost respectively, of the proposed protocol 

is given as follows: 

Table 4. Comparison between the proposed protocol and other existing schemes in terms of attacks 

and other features. 

SFFs Yang et al. [8] JWX Protocol [15] Yi et al. [1] DHKEP [6] Our Scheme 

SFF1 No No No No Yes 

SFF2 No No No No Yes 

SFF3 Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

SFF4 No No No No Yes 

SFF5 No No No No Yes 

SFF6 No No No No Yes 

SFF7 No No No No Yes 

SFF8 Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

SFF9 No No No No Yes 

SFF10 No No No No Yes 

SFF11 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

[Note: SFF1: Resists man-in-the-middle attacks, SFF2: Resists replay attacks, SFF3: Resists offline 

dictionary attacks, SFF4: Resists identity compromization attacks, SFF5: Resists privileged-insider 

attacks, SFF6: Resists single point of failure issue, SFF7: Resists single point of vulnerability issue, 

SFF8: Resists impersonation attacks, SFF9: Resists byzantine attacks, SFF10: Resists ciphertext-only 

attacks, SFF11: Support mutual authentication and key establishment.] 

Table 5. A comparative summary of existing schemes in cloud considering computational complexity.  

Phases Principals Karla and 

Sood [53] 

S. Kumari et 

al. [48] 

Odelu et al. 

[54] 

S. Kumari et 

al. [50] 

Shen et al. 

[55] 

Our scheme 

URP Ci NCCI 1T_h 1T_h + 1T_f 2B_H 1T_h 2T_h 

BS/RA No role No role 3T_h 2T_h 2T_h+ 1T_m NCCI 

SRP SSj 6T_h+ 2T_m 5T_h+ 2T_m NCCI NCCI NCCI 1T_h 

BS/RA No role No role 2T_h 1T_h 1T_h NCCI 

AKAP Ci 4T_h+3T_m 3T_h + 4T_m 8T_h + 1T_f 

+1T_s+ 

3T_m 

2B_H + 5T_h 

+ 3T_m 

5T_h+3T_m 2T_m (OFL)+ 2T_m 

(ONL) + 3T_h 

SSj 5T_h+4T_m 4T_h + 4T_m 6T_h + 2T_s 

+ 2T_m 

5T_h + 3T_m 4T_h+1T_m 2T_m (OFL) +2T_m 

(ONL) + 2T_h 

BS/RA No role No role 11T_h+ T_s 

+ 1T_m 

6T_h + 2T_m 8T_h+2T_m 4T_h + 2T_m 

[Note: URP – User Registration Phase, SRP – Service server Registration Phase, AKAP – 

Authentication and Key Agreement Phase, T_h – Represents the CPU time to execute a one-way hash 

function, B_H – Represents the CPU time to execute a bio-hashing operation, T_m – Represents the 

CPU time to execute an elliptic curve scalar point multiplication, T_f – Represents the CPU time to 

execute a fuzzy extraction operation, T_s – Represents the CPU time to execute a symmetric key 

en(de)cryption, NCCI – No computational cost involved, OFL – Offline calculation of an elliptic curve 

scalar point multiplication, ONL – Online calculation of an elliptic curve scalar point multiplication.] 
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Table 6. A comparative summary of existing schemes in cloud considering computational complexity. 

Phases Principals Yoon and  

Yoo [58] 

Mishra et al. [57] Wu et al. [56] He and Wang 

[59] 

Our scheme 

URP Ci 1T_h 1B_H + 3T_h 1T_ h + 1T_f 1T_h 2T_h 

BS/RA 1T_h 3T_h N/A 2T_h NCCI 

SRP SSj NCCI NCCI 1T_h NCCI 1T_h 

BS/RA 1T_h 2T_h N/A 1T_h NCCI 

AKAP Ci 5T_h + 2T_m 

 

1B_H + 9T_h 7T_h + 1T_f + 

2T_s + 1T_m 

3T_m + 7T_h 2T_m (OFL) 

+2T_m (ONL)   

+ 3T_h 

SSj 4T_h + 2T_m 7T_h 6T_h + 2T_ s + 

1T_m 

3T_m + 5T_h 2T_m (OFL)+ 

2T_m (ONL) + 

2T_h 

BS/RA 7T_h No role N/A 2T_m + 9T_h 4T_h + 2T_m 

[Note: URP – User Registration Phase, SRP – Service server Registration Phase, AKAP – 

Authentication and Key Agreement Phase, T_h – Represents the CPU time to execute a one-way hash 

function, B_H – Represents the CPU time to execute a bio-hashing operation, T_m – Represents the 

CPU time to execute an elliptic curve scalar point multiplication, T_f – Represents the CPU time to 

execute a fuzzy extraction operation, T_s – Represents the CPU time to execute a symmetric key 

en(de)cryption, NCCI – No computational cost involved, OFL – Offline calculation of an elliptic curve 

scalar point multiplication, ONL – Online calculation of an elliptic curve scalar point multiplication.] 

In [48], CPU time required to calculate T_h and T_m is 2.3 and 22.26 microseconds. Therefore, in our 

scheme, the total number of computations required is 9T_h + 6T_m which is equal to 13376.7 

microseconds. In addition to this, to calculate the storage cost, in our scheme, we observe that SSj needs 

to store the hashed identity (160 bits) of the user and BS needs to keep both hashed identity (160 bits) 

and hashed password (160 bits) of the user and SSj's identity (32 bits) and SSj's secret hashed identity 

(160 bits), respectively. As a result, the total storage cost required is 672 bits. Further, we calculate the 

communication overhead in terms of bits for the authentication message exchanges (discussed in Section 

4) among different entities as follows: 

m1 = 160 bits + 32 bits + 3 * 160 bits 

   m2 = 32 bits + 160 bits + 32 bits + 2 * 160 bits 

   m3 = 32 bits + 32 bits + 4 * 160 bits 

   m4 = 32 bits + 5 * 160 bits. 

Thus, the overall communication overhead by summing up all the messages is equal to 2752 bits. We 

compare our protocol overhead in terms of computation, storage and communication cost with other 

existing schemes as follows. 

From Table 5 and Table 6, we can conclude that the proposed protocol is efficient in terms of 

computation cost. In addition to this, from Figure 9, we can easily substantiate the aforesaid claim.  

Although, it is lagging in terms of communication and storage cost, but still the proposed scheme 

supports several SFFs mentioned in Table 7. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposes a secure and efficient two-server authentication and key agreement protocol for 

accessing secure cloud services. For this purpose, we have presented a new password-based two-server 

Diffie-Hellman authenticated key exchange protocol, in which both the client and the service server can 

establish a secret symmetric key between themselves after their mutual authentication. In addition to 

this, the proposed protocol has an efficient verification capability, where during mutual authentication  
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Table 7. A comparative summary: security and functional features. 

Security and 

functional 

features 

Karla 

and 

Sood 

[53] 

S. 

Kumari 

et al.  

[48] 

Yoon 

and  

Yoo 

[58] 

Mishra  

et al. 

[57] 

Wu  

et al. 

[56] 

Shen  

et al. 

[55] 

Odelu 

et al. 

[54] 

S. Kumari 

et al. [50] 

Our 

Scheme 

SFF1 No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SFF2 No Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

SFF3 No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SFF4 Yes Yes No No No Yes No Yes Yes 

SFF5 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SFF6 No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SFF7 No Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

SFF8 No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SFF9 No NA No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SFF10 No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SFF11 No No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes No 

SFF12 No No No No No No No No Yes 

SFF13 No Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SFF14 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes 

SFF15 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes 

SFF16 Yes Yes No No No No No No Yes 

SFF17 No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes NA Yes 

SFF18 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

SFF19 No NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes Yes 

SFF20 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA Yes 

[ Note: SFF1 – Resists privileged-insider attack, SFF2 – Provides  user anonymity, SFF3 – Resists  off-

line password guessing attack, SFF4 – Resists  user impersonation attack, SFF5 – Resists  replay attack, 

SFF6 – Resists  cloud-server impersonation attack, SFF7 – Provides  mutual authentication, SFF8 – 

Provides forward secrecy, SFF9 – Resists  known session-specific temporary information attack, SFF10 

– Provides  session key agreement and verification, SFF11 – Provides freely password changing facility, 

SFF12 – Resists  byzantine attacks, SFF13 – Resists identity compromization attacks, SFF14 – Resists 

single point of failure issue, SFF15 – Resists single point of vulnerability issue, SFF16 – No extra 

hardware cost required, SFF17 – Resists stolen-verifier attacks, SFF18 – Resists man-in-the-middle 

attacks, SFF19 – Resists parallel session attacks, SFF20 – Resists ciphertext-only attacks, Yes – SFF 

achieved, No – SFF not achieved, NA – SFF not addressed in the particular scheme. ] 

phase both intended parties could verify their trusted third party (i.e., the issuer of security credentials). 

The security part of the proposed protocol has been thoroughly executed with the help of informal 

security analysis. In addition, the proposed scheme is also formally verified for security analysis using 

the broadly-used AVISPA tool. All the security analysis results show that the proposed protocol can 

protect various well-known attacks against a passive as well as active adversary. Also, it successfully 

alleviates several limitations in the existing schemes. The performance analyses also substantiate that 

our protocol is efficient in terms of both computation and communication overhead.   
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Figure 9. Performance comparison of the proposed protocol with the existing schemes. 

[ Note: Blue, orange and yellow colour plot represents Karla and Sood scheme [53], S. Kumari et al. 

scheme [48] and the proposed scheme, respectively. cmc – represent the communication cost in terms 

of bits. coc – represent the computation cost in terms of microseconds. sc – represent the storage cost in 

terms of bits. Here, 1, 2 and 3 represent the communication overhead, computation cost and storage cost, 

respectively.] 

More significantly, a large-scale service server can be integrated with a single authorization centre 

hosting our protocol. In the future, we plan to evaluate the proposed protocol in a real-world environment 

setting. Note that, here, the real-world environment setting signifies an abstract network 

(wired/sensor/ad-hoc network) configuration, wherein different workstations are connected through a 

communication channel (wired/wireless). After implementing such an environment setting in any 

network simulator tool (NS2, NS3, …etc.), we can evaluate other performance metrics, such as end-to-

end delay and throughput of the proposed scheme. This will allow us to fine-tune the protocol, if 

necessary, to offer better security and performance in a real-world deployment. The future direction also 

encompasses a formal treatment of our proposed scheme by utilizing Real-Or-Random model, Canetti-

Krawczyk model or extended Canetti-Krawczyk model and analzing more complicated attacks, such as 

known key, unknown key-share, key-compromise impersonation, …etc. 
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 ملخص البحث:

ننننننننية  ] ب نننننننني  ]    نننننننني أجننننننننا خدمانننننننني  ]انننننننن مم   ] نننننننن م  ي   ]  منننننننن   ، منننننننن  مج ننننننننم ة  ]لبني

 ]ضنننننننن ء م خاحننننننننمي ما ننننننننمن م بننننننننما   نننننننن    ]ل نننننننن ا    ]ب ننننننننم   ء ]اننننننننم    ]   نننننننن   ]اننننننننم  

، ه  ننننننن   ع نننننننت  ]قننننننن      ]ب نننننننم     أ  ه ننننننن     ب لنننننننم دننننننن       م]اننننننن مم   ] ننننننن م  يي ءعب  ننننننن ا

   ءد كنننننن    ]ا نننننن  أ    ق نننننن  ن]نننننن ، ىبننننننمد امجنننننني خ]ننننننت  ] نننننني دننننننن ه  م  بننننننيي ]ء ُم  نننننن ي

منننننن   ]   هنننننن     د  نننننن   م] حممنننننني أمننننننم   ]  هنننننن   ]امصنننننني  م] ننننننن ه     دننننننقي  ننننننم   ء انننننن 

  ]ل د قي  مألمم ي

دق نننننن ن ىنننننن و  ]   دنننننني   ءد كنننننن ي دننننننن ه  ءد ننننننم ي ] لاننننننمد   ه ل نننننن   م]ا م] نننننني، ه د نننننن  ع ننننننت 

 ]  ءد كنننننننن ي  ]لق نننننننن ن ه ننننننننم]  أءُجنننننننن   ]قننننننننن    نننننننن  ك لنننننننني  ] نننننننن  ءه نننننننن ا    ننننننننم م  ي ء

 ]  ءد كنننننن     ]قم لننننننيي ء نننننن  أم ننننننت  ]  قنننننن   ] دننننننل  منننننن   ]  ءد كنننننن ي  ]لق نننننن ن،  مدنننننن ا    

 ]  قننننننن   ب]ننننننن  مننننننن    ءد كننننننن    أمنننننننم   لا  انننننننت ءدق  قمد نننننننم، أ ي  ]  ءد كننننننن ي  ]لق ننننننن ن 

ن عنننننم]   ]قضنننننمهم  ننننن  ىننننن و  ]   دننننني  مننننن ي كلنننننم  ننننن ى  د   نننننا  ألمنننننم  أ   ]  ءد كننننن ي  ]لق ننننن 

 ]قم لننننننننننني  بجنننننننننننمني ءدحننننننننننن      دننننننننننني  أل  ي أ  د  اننننننننننني  ]  ءد كننننننننننن ي م ق ]ننننننننننني مقم اننننننننننني 

 ءد كنننننننن ي  ء هل نننننننن   ع  ننننننننم   ]  ءد كنننننننن ي  ]لق نننننننن ن   ننننننننم]  ءد ك     أل نننننننن    ]للم  ننننننننيي

  ص ي خ]ت  ]ا مم   ]  م  ي  أمم يدن ه ا م  بمً م  أجا  ]


